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Introducing the The Kapella Cluster Quilt 5-Day 
Masterclass

Dive into the captivating world of symmetry in this intensive 5-day masterclass. Led by Youtube instructor Karen 
Brown, this workshop is designed for quilters of all levels who are eager to unlock the mesmerizing beauty of 
kaleidoscope blocks. 
Throughout this exclusive course, participants will embark on a journey of creativity and precision as they learn the 
techniques required to craft stunning kaleidoscope quilts. From choosing your colours, to selecting fabrics, to 
harnessing symmetry all while improving your precision cutting and piecing methods, each day will offer hands-on 
instruction, tips, tricks and strategies to ensure that you make the quilt that you want to make. 

The Kapella Cluster Pattern is included. 

PreCruise Class May 25th Via Zoom (recorded) 
 Color theory essentials
 The Pattern
 Prequilt colouring tools
 Fabric selection
 What to pack

o Tools and equipment for accurate cutting
o Fabric

Day 1: Introduction to Kaleidoscope Quilting 
 Understanding the anatomy of a kaleidoscope block
 Technique #1
 Technique #2
 Technique #3

Day 2: Making Symmetry do the work creating secondary and tertiary designs 
 Rotational
 Mirror
 Translational
 Scale

Day 4: Deconstruction 
 Let’s pull it apart and then put it back together again.

Day 5: Layouts, Finishing Touches and Beyond 
 Exploring other layout options for kaleidoscope quilts
 Quilting options
 Binding techniques and finishing touches
 Discussion on further exploration and next steps in kaleidoscope quilting

By the end of this immersive workshop, participants will leave with not only a newfound appreciation for the art of 
kaleidoscope quilting but also the skills and confidence to create their own stunning kaleidoscope quilt 
masterpieces. Join us for five days of creativity, camaraderie, and quilting inspiration! 
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REGISTRATION FORTHCOMING, THOSE GUESTS ALREADY BOOKED ON THE CRUISE 
WILL HAVE PRIORITY FOR REGISTERING FOR CLASS WHEN RELEASED FOR 

BOOKING. 




